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Major Gep.eral Andrew T. McNamara 
The Quartermaster General 
Washington 25» P* C. 

■ 

1 

Dear General KcMamaras 

The Inclosed report, based on an analysis of standard reference 
literature, delimits the vet-tropical regions of the world and describes 
the outstanding characteristics of their environment. It distinçuishee 
"core areas" which most authorities agree in defining as wet-tropical, 
and "transition area»" which have certain features of the wet tropics 
or have wet-tropical conditions for only part of the year. It was 
found that 15 percent of the total land area of the wrld faUs into 
these categories. 

The report will be useful to Array planners and technologists 
because it provides a basis for determining the general extent and 
location of areas where items for tropical issue are required. Such 
information furnishes some broad guidance for that portion of the 
research and development program aimed at, assuring adequate protection 
for troops in areas where vret-tropical stresses prevail. 

Sincerely yours. 

1 Incl 
SP-63 Brigadier General, T,SA 
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Although much is known about the past problams of military activity 
In wet-tropical environments, many as yet unexplored factors could affect 
military operations within the tropics. The debilitating effect of wet- 
trcpical climate upon man and the destructive effect upon equipnent and 
supplies is considerable. Without preventive measures, metals rust over¬ 
night, leather mildews rapidly, stored clothing and tentage rot within a 
few weeks, and food products spoil quickly because of insect infestation 
and Rsld... Furthermore, close attention must be given to maintaining the 
operational capabilities, health, and morale of troops, and to assuring 
that supplies are delivered where and when they are needed. 

Little bae been done to classify and define the wet tropics accord¬ 
ing to military operations, in spite of the awareness of their military 
importance. This preliminary survey defines the wet tropics according to 
general ervironmeatal characteristics, and is one step in a militarily ac¬ 
ceptable delineation of wet-tropical limits. 

ADS TIN HENSCHEL, Fh.D. 
Chief 
Environmental Protection 
Research Division 

Approved: 

JAMES C. BRADFORD, Colonel, QMC 
Commanding Officer 
QM R&S Center Laboratarles 

A. STUART HUNTER, RuD. 
Scientific Director 
QM Research & Engineering Command 
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ABSTRACT 
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TM* report daflnea and briefly describes the wet-tropical areas of 
the world. They lie between 25°n and 25°S latitudes, and cover about 
15 percent of ths world's land surface. This area was determined by us¬ 
ing as to world distribution 16 authoritative maps of climate, 
vegetation, aid soil. “Core" arias and “transitional" areas were dis¬ 
tinguished} the core areas were ¿ tudied in more detail, since transi¬ 
tional areas are wet-tropical for only part of the year. 

The set tropics were analysed according to three main environmental 
elements: climate, vegetation, and soil. Most climates between the 2J> 
parallels cf latitude, excluding mountains and .deserts, v&xy fro« 
hot-wet to warm-humid. Transitional areas have a lower annual amount of 
precipitation, and become seasonally dry at greater distances from the 
core area. Vegetation type in the tropics is largely a function of r«u-ö*» 
fall, varying fren tropical rain forest in wet areas to deciduous forest, 
sarama woodland, and thorn woodland In drier areas. Wet-tropical soils 
are In the general category of lateritas, but are complex and vary from 
place to place. 

The uniformity of core area environment is Interrupted by topograph¬ 
ic diversity, of which Interior plains are by for ^10 extensive phys- 
iographic type, and represent the fullest developrtont of wet-tropical 
areas. 

This report Includes 7 photographs of typical tropical vegetation, asá 
20 «ffpe showing the world distribution of elements of tropical arviren- 
acst. 
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SKT TROPICS; LIXITS tjO CHARACTiaiSTICS 

1. Introduction 

The limits of th« wet tropics rary greatly according to different 
defining criteria, fDr example, areas classified as wet-tropical la 
one particular vegetation study may be differently classified la ten« 
of certain climatic classifica' .ons. Nevertheless, mary sources ans in 
substantial agreement on the presence of si ¿able, •cors" areas In tropical 
latitudes where moisture and temperature are constantly high. In these 
core areas, tropical rain forest vegetation (Fig. 1) and lateritic soil* 
predominate. 

:-. .-_ 

Fig. 1. "Core* area: Tropical 
rain forest. Barro Colorado 
Island, Panama Canal Zone. 

a. Method of Delimitation 

The general character of ths 
wst tropics gradually changes 
from tbs core areas to ths peri¬ 
pheral area; a dry season of 
varying length Is characteristic 
of much of this transitions! 
ions. Ths inner margin of ths 
transitional wet-tropical sons 
has a short dry season of one 
or two months duration, whereas 
the outer margin has drought 
for longer periods. Tropical 
forests are less luxuriant whan 
there is an extended drought. 
As aridity increases outward 
fren the core areas, the forest 
yields to patches of scattered 
trtes and grasses (Fig. 2), and 
fir ally, beyond the limits of 
the transitional arcs, to vast 
cjqensea of tropical grasslands 
and low shrubs (Fig. 3). 

In this study, 16 authoritative delisdtatlons of elements of 
wet-tropicaj. environments were used for cocparison and analysis. From 
the superirposition of these delimitations, a composite map (Fig. k) was 
drawn, using the relevant classifications of these authorities. Vfet- 
tropical core areas were denarked where the elements coincided on 14 or 
more naps. Broad transitional tones surrounding the core areas represent 
areas of partial agreement where from 2 to 13 authorities were in accord. 
The major problem of debarkation occurred at the outer fringe of the transi¬ 
tional zone where environmental characteristics varied greatly firm those 
of the core zones. According to this system of classification, k percent 
of the world's land area is within the wet-tropical core area and 11 per¬ 
cent is transitional, making a total of 15 percent that is wet-tropical 
to sons extent. 
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Pig. 2. Inner trenaitlonal «re*, vet trópica, 
Irarj Coast, Africa 

yig. 3. Outer transitional area: tall savanna 
of the Henan Basin, Vest Central Thailand 
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b. Location 

The wet-tropical areas encircle the earth approximately between 
latitudes 25°N ari 25°S, and are interrupted onV by oceans, nountalna, 

d^rt ,™.r n« tadZ«. »d cow. B..1™. .ro th. lorgoot ewÄlrajoo» 
orzas of mt tropics. South ».srlcs Is ths wld.st eonUosnt *> 
tor and Africa the second widest; this accounts in rart for the exten¬ 
siv wet-tropical are** in these tut, continents. Asian ^ 
wet-tropical areas, on the other hand, are snail ^ V“** 
of South America and Africa, and are neatly on tropical islands lying 

between continents. 

Hie chief elements of the enriroment, other » 
climate, Tegetation, and soils. Their characteristics in ths wet tropics 
are sumsMirized in the following sections. 

2. Climate 

General Characteristics 

7 is equatorial barometric pressure trough ndgrates fron 5°S in 
January to about 12« to 15°N in July. This migration of the »o-c^ed 
"doldrums" influences the formation of clouds, rainfall, and ; 
storms. The "heat equator" migrates with the equatorial trough, 
îvroro annual posiUon at about 5°N. Evn though the mean annual temp¬ 
erature range near the Equator is only a few degrees, * f 
one degree is much more noticeable than it is in nidlatitudss. 

There are three general types of annual t^perature curve rfiar- 
acteristic of tropica stations: oceanic, equatorial, and subtropical. 
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sfl&sons of tha year, and between 3 and ID degrees, north or south of th« 
Equator, there are two rainy seasons yearly. With increasing die tance Fro* 
the Equator, the rainfall ■AX12& follow each other closely and finally 
aerge into one naxiiftni in the transitional areas. Although winds are g*n- 
erally light, tropical showers are often acco&panied by strong gusts that 
could hinder military operations. Trees are frequently blown over an such 
storms, and may become obstacles to lh« morement of motorised equipment. 

c. Mountains 

The character of tropical mowtaln climates is determined prisas*- 
ily by altitude. Tfca dry-bulb temperature of the free atmosphere Mithin th« 

-J. •.»'.A«,'" . :-,v- 
.tl» tVVV. i.'VVv.'ti- '»'li '."h .11.1- ■ ^~V J. - .1-- ^-lIuj-I.-i'.Ii,_ 



(y) deter««« por 1,1X30 fe*t in- 
tropoapfcer" d-c-eaaoa aX an *T*rSf* . f*n ^roaaoa up to a tona of nax- 
croiso in al MUda. Tho asount of dually abo-A half 

the h-.i^A of the nountAln, and elevation, until an altl- 
Relatlve hunidlty tends to J1® . „ny in the »ontan« rain forest, 
tudinal ton* of saturation is «xdos2o. and the rite and shape of 
Wind s?*sd is affected by ® ^nd -pesds increars with elevation, 
the sxuntain. Generally, ^ount of sunahine d*:r*a»ea 
Cloudiness Increases, and consequen IT* „^11 seasonal tespera- 

to* ™,. and • .«•». 1»“ »d 1«* 

d. Coastal Lowlands 

^ Otof of ai —»ta "t^. « 

oc—. Tl» di”™! TOOO of U» I—aoat prcdP11»11* 
lower than in the interior. coast* with onshore winds and storms, 
atm.--^»lOcccg ti», «X «cto d»^ 

w anv part of the day or night. 
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Koppen anmuaed that the critical limita In the distribution of 
various tjpos of regetation were clijnatlc, and attempted to establish 
empirical climtic values that would approximately delimit the variouo 
vegetatlonal sonea. Koppen defined climatic types according to tempera¬ 
ture and precipitation, and used the mean monthly isotherme of the warn¬ 
est and the coldest months for a climatic boundary between "tropical" and 
non-tropical areas. He established the critical temperature for the cold¬ 
est month for the tropical climate as 64.4°?. He divided the wet-tropical 
climate of the world into two general types: the tropical rain forest type, 
constantly wet, with at least 2.4 inches of rain in the driest month; and 
the tropical sav-nra type, seaccnally dry, with one or more at.-.ths receiv¬ 
ing leas than 2.4 inches of rain. He designated an exaggerated savanna 

with extremely heavy seasonal rainfall and deciduous forests, as the 
monsoon climats. The seasonally dry type is characterlied by a short dry 
season which coincides with the period of winter or low sun. Heavy rains 
during most of the year compensate for the short dry spell in the tropical 
monsoon climates. Kappen used the values he comldered significant in dis¬ 
tinguishing the tropical rain forest from tropic» 1 savanna vegetation. 

Thomthvraite's climatic system is determined by comparing pre¬ 
cipitation and potential évapotranspiration, which, in turn, is derived 
from nw?n monthly temperatures (Pig. 8). Precipitation effectiveness, 
seasonal concentration of rainfall, and thermal efficiency are the most 
significant climatic elements in Thomthwaite's system, and the relative 
importance of each depends upon its effect. In this system, mean month¬ 
ly temperature for wet-tropical climates must be at leaot 68°F; mean 
monthly precipitation must be at least 6.82 inches. Kean monthly precip¬ 
itation for humid tropical climates must be at least 1.96 inches. To 
maintain wet-tropical conditions, at least 4 inches of rainfall per month 
are necessaiy when mean monthly temperatures are 86°P and above, and at 
least 3 inches of rainfall when mean monthly temperatures are between 68® 
and 86°P. 

7 
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ftara ara four nain typas of vegetation associated with husid 
tropical areas: rain forest, deciduoun forest, savanna woodland, and thorn 
woodland. Tropical rain forest is tho principal vegetation of the core 
areas, with deciduous forest, savanna woodland, and thorn woodland predom¬ 
inating in the transitional areas. There are other vegetation types of 
ssaller extant, such as mixed forest, swamp forest, and mangrove forest. 

The evergreen tropical rain forest is usually a community of co- 
dominants, with numerous species, although the trees have a superficiel 
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uniformity in appwanw and structura. Sereral tree laarers and • doeed 
canopy orerhead characteriae the forest, and voodj dinbing plants and 

epiphytes abound. 

The yegotatlon in the transitional areas has an open woodland 
appearance, except »diere favorable groundwater conditions and infrequrat 
SL dlow forest growüu The trees of the deciduous forest are gener¬ 
ally leafless during the dry season, shorter than those of the rain for¬ 
est, and for« a broken canopy with thick undergrowth. 
u-riaTtr has deciduous trees less than 50 feet high, able t° resist the 
prolonged drought of the dry season} it is poor in wocdy^ondergrovrth^but 
rich in herbs and grasses. Trees and bushes grow in scatt^dJf^pl*“d 
in strips of "gallery forests" bordering livers. Thorn Y?odl^i?.nQ”| 
drought-resistant than savanna woodland, but resembles it in height and 

foliage. 

h. Interior Plains 

In tropical Interior plains, tropical rain forest is the prev¬ 
alent vegetation type. Optimum conditions for its deveiopnente^-st where 

the dinate is uniformly hot and wet, and the soDs are 
logged. There are usually three superposed strata of 
rafe forest ccrvunities. The strata are likely to be “f."* 
seldom recognixed by casual observation because of the mixture of spec-LCS 
and the varying heights of the trees. Tne trees of the highestleva of 
the canopy usually vary from 90 to 120 feet in height, scattered trees, 
commonly 150 to 160 feet high, extend above the canopy 
Much of the daylight is blocked out, and the forest floor is dark and rel¬ 
atively free of undergrowth. A layer of fallen trees and ^cayed vegeta¬ 
tion accumulates on the forest floor. Many of these trees have flattened 
or buttressed trunks. A dense thicket of shrubs and small trees grows 
along the banks of streams and in the driest areas where d^ylW pene¬ 
trates to the grjaUL ^iphytes, licbens, and lianas are found in abund¬ 

ance on the branches and trunxs of the trees. 

There is no single established definition for tropical deciduous 
trees. Most authorities regard evergreen trees as those which *ä}M a s 
ctantial number of leaves throughout the year, and deciduous " 
those »Aich lose all leaves for a part of the year. Richards regard.«* 
deciduous species as those that become care, or almost so, if only far 
few days. Deciduous species, as thus defined, arenunerousevenvithin 
the rain forest, occurring almost entirely among the tallest trees. The 
transition fron the rain forest to deciduous forest is usually very grad¬ 
ual and is characterised by a decrease in the number of 
shift of dominance rrcn erergreea io dfeciùuwüâ ticés. — - 
tinct wet and dry seasons favors development of deciduous trees. 

A variation of the tropical rain forest is ^cund in 
forests of the tropics. 3Ms votation fores under conditions of ^3>ede4 
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Ths altitudinal limits of the vegetation sones are different 
from 7!»nnt»ln rang* to mount sin range, end oren c= the sam» soiatiin, be¬ 
cause climatic elements vary so greatly fron place to place. The vegeta¬ 
tion sones are lower on coastal mountains than on those inland, and are < 
lower on isolated ridges than on extensive ranges. According to ran Steenis , 
in Malaysia the tropical rain forest gives way to subnontaine rain forest at 
about 1,500 feet elevation, and the submontane is replaced by mon taifa forest 
at about 3,000 feet. Lane-Booled distinguished the "lower montane forest" 

drainage and seasonally waterlogged soils. A type of forest comparable to 
the peat bogs of temperate areas develops in such habitats, and has been 
termed "tropical noor forest" (Richards20). Herbaceous swamps develop 
where the ground is waterlogged most of the year. Vegetation varies In 
size from tall herbs about 6 feet high and woody plante 12 feet high to 
simple floating mats. 

Areas of savanna grassland covering from a few square feet to 
several hundred acres are scattered throughout the interior plaina. Tall 
bunch grass, as high as 12 feet, is interspersed with bare patches of 
earth and sfinted trees. Open savannas, with scattered trees »nd grass¬ 
land, ^ay occur by the degradation of forest or savanna woodland by excess¬ 
ive cultivation jr burning, but in some cases they are probably the result 
of soil conSltions unfavorable to the growth of trees. 

Thorn woodland is a mass of foliage and flowers during the rainy 
season, but is bare during the dry season. Trees are «m«n in diameter, 
spaced far apart, and often protected by thorns. 

Natural vegetation has been disturbed and altered by mam In many 
parts of the wet-tropical core areas. Liberia in Africa and Java in the 
East Indies are examples of areas where there are maty tree crop planta¬ 
tions, row planted and ays teir.ib ally maintained. Here there la very liU 
tie undergrowth. However, many abandoned agricultural clearings are now 
occupied by danse, fuL'y developed second-growth vegetation. Shifting 
cultivation of subsistsnee crops in teaporary clearings is widespread in 
the tropical forests, resulting in extensive areas of dense second-growth 
forest. 

Tropical mountain vegetation is usually arrange! in several dis¬ 
tinct altitudinal zones. Vegetation on the lower slopes is a slightly mod¬ 
ified version of the rain forest of the interior plains. However, in some 
parts of the tropics the heavier rainfall on the fountains allows the growth 
of evergreen rain forest where the lowland vegetation is tropical deciduous 
forest. At higher altitudespsountain vegetation generally becomes less 
dense, trees affected by wind exposure are not so tall, fewer species are 
represented, and a proportionate increase of temperate species is noted. 
The average leaf size becomes smaller, and buttressing of trees eventually 
di.-appears at higher altitudes. 

c. Mountains 
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in Now Onin«* «a at botwoen 1,000 and 5,000 ïeet. Board2 roccgBised-tJn 
lowftr montane forest in Trinidad at fïxea 600 to 2,500 feet. Lebrtm 0 de¬ 
scribed a transitional forest zoae between the tropical rain forest and 
the raontane rain forest in the eastern Belgian Congo at from 3,500 to 
5,500 feet. 

The lover montane rain forest in the coastal mountains Is slight¬ 
ly modified by salt spray and winds which inhibit density and growth. 
Coastal forests are generally thinner and less rich In species than those 
of the Interior mountains. 

d. Coastal Lowlands 

Coastal lowland vegetation is c<*ç*w!ly arrayed in a zonation of 
dc-.sinant species paralleling the ccast. These zones can be correlated 
with the frequency of tidal inmersión, the nature of the substratum, the 
activity of accretion and erosion, and the salinity of the ground water. 

The mangrove formation (Fig. 13), perhaps tha best Imowi of the * 
tidal land vegetation types. Is a complex of evergreen trees and shrubs 
covering large aress fringing sheltered tropical shores. It Is charac¬ 
terized by dark green, shiny foliage and an almost Impenetrable tangle of 
aerial roots. The vegetation varies fren poor scrub several feet high to 
trees 70 feet high. Characteristic locations are along coastal mod flats, 
estuaries of rivers, shallow lagoons, and on river deltas. The most in¬ 
tensively studied mangrove areas are in Florida and tha Malay Peninsula. 
Mangrove vegetation is confined chiefly to brackish water, thriving be¬ 
tween the Units of low and high tide. Pilchards20 does not liait the man¬ 
grove to tidal-iníluencôd shores, buz states that mangrove may grow from ? 
below the level of ebb tide to above the level of flood tide, and that 
they are even found on coasts where there are no tides at all. 

Nlpa palm (Pig. 11») borders the brackish estuarine areas of the 

mangrove, and is less tolerant of salt water; It is therefore on the land¬ 

ward and upstream sides of the mangrove. These palms grow in dense stands 

from 25 to 30 feet high, with leaves 10 to 15 feet long. Trees are spaced 

farther apart towards the inland side, and the forest gives way to a thick¬ 
et of vines, ferns, shrubs, and herbs. 

The pes-caprae formation (named for its dominant species, Iporaoea 
pes-caprae or beach morning glory) is a mixed community of plants widespread 
on tropical beaches. îîany of its species send runners over the surface of 
the sand. Near the sea its growth is relatively open, but inland the den¬ 
sity of vines increases until it presents a serious obstacle to ¡sovesent of 
personnel and vehicle«. 

e. Maps 

Vegetation is a useful indicator of wet-tropical environments. 
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In this study tha accoapsnyin« saps show forest typ«s only as representtaf 
true wet-tropical conditions; transitional sannnas and 
have been excluded. El«ht regetation «sap sources «r* 1x1 ^ 
James'^ map (FU. 15) of world eegoUtlon distir^uishss thrw typos of 
tropical forest: rain farost or oolTa, sealdeciduous forest, and scrub for- 
est. Although the last two of those types grow in r«&lc™ 
seasonally wet-tropical, they are pressnt in so®, of the iranaitioral areas, 
but hase not besn included on the sap. 

figure 15 

The naps by Richards20 (Fig. 16) and Goodall and Darby^ (Fig. 37) 
are cccpositea based on the work of regional specialists for 
of the world. Richards* area of African pain forest also 
deciduous (dry erergroen) forest becauas the boundary between these tyf»» 1» 
inccrcplotaly kncr^n. Goodall and Darby show eepaiate nape 
continents, using différant regetation categories in 
not possible to delineate separate types on a world oc- 
the iwD (?!«. 17) simply shows areas which Gooiall and Darby represent aa oe- 
cupiedby rarious types of tropical forests, whether designated ast^pl^ 
rain forest, Andean tropical forest, sangrón- s*æp forest, or Eonsoon wood¬ 

land. 

Kuchler's^ regetation nap (Fig. 18) is well known to Aaeriean gé¬ 
ographe«. His approach is physiognomic. Ha uses rarioua 
itni+s »roes of regetation according to character, height, and density; »o»- 
5SÎ*. S VrLdl^ «.rgi.« tn» l=t. t„e. «nd rtrtbfo«; 
erergreen trees are considered here to be wet-tropieal. ^ 
as subtropical. The "Mediterranean* type of regetation, which KSchler ®bows 
also ns broadleaf erergreen, ha# been eliminated fro« eonsideraUon in this 
study because it is not wet-tropical. 





! * 

«■ 

Figur« 18 

Four vegetation mape. those of HamaondlO (Fig. 19), Bartholomew! 
(Fig. 20), Brockman-Jeroach® (Fig. 21), and Finch and Trewartha7 (Fig. 22), 
delimit tropical rain forests. Bartholomew's rain forest arsaa are more 
extensive in South America and Africa but less extensive in the Asian and 
Australian areas than thoeeof Hammond. Brockman-Jerosch and Finch and 
Trewartha depict what are roughly the same areas. Finch and Trewartha have 
not indicated the presence of any rain forest on the continent of Australia 
or in Indocldna, whereas Harroond shows rather extensive rain fore>¿ in these 
areas. 

U. Soils 

a. Oe.icral Characteristics 

Humid tropical soils vary in structure and properties, both phys¬ 
ical and chemical, as much as the soils of any other climatic zone. How¬ 
ever, the majority of the wet-tropical soils share certain important char¬ 
acteristics in that they are usually red or yellow; they are generally 
loamy or clayey, but often aandy in the superficial layers; they are almost 
Invariably acid; they are low in humus content which is chiefly confined to 
the upper horizons; and the clay fraction is rich in alumina and poor in 
silica. 

b. Interior Plains 

Tropical soils vary considerably from one area to another. The 
older soils, on surfaces not subject to present-oay alluviation, are red¬ 
dish, with strong concentrations of iron and aluminum, a type eomnonly 
known as laterite. The surface of this soil is coarse and well-drained 
and dries out rapidly after a rain. All the soils are highly leached with 
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the mobile particles deposited below the surface 1* a layer ■rfrf.i* eW-v*. 
ally may become a hardpaa. Bogay allurial soils hare developed on *hc 

flood plains and deltas of water cour.-M fren muds which were deposited 

daring flood stages. Swamp soils are divided into two separate groupai 
those with little hums accumulation and those with a surface lay» 
peat or humus. The fanner are far mors extensive, although the latt/ur 

have been more thoroughly studied tgr toil scientiste. 

Weathering in the wet tropics is largely a chaoical process; 

erosion is rapid and its effect oa the soil is often considerable. lh» 

intensity of sheet erosion is teea by the aucldiness of tropical rivers. 

The brown coloring is due to finely dispersed colloidal huaus compounds. 

c. Mountains 

Tropical mountain soils vary from area to area, depending pri¬ 

marily upon elevation, flops, and exposure. There is an increase in the 

huiEUS content of the soil with ixcrenning elevation, and the red earths 

give wsy to yellow earths. Soils are immature as a result of intense 

erosion cm the slopes. Rocky, wsll-draimed soils have developed on steep 

slopes. Rocky soils are deep at lower ely/wtions, shall*» at higher eJU- 

eratioüs. Boggy alluvial deposits predominate in ravines and ""-alley bot¬ 

toms. Conditions conducive to landslides and soil creep are found in 

many areas idler« the slopes are wet and steep. 

d. Coastal Lowlands 

Kauy types of soils have developed along the tropical coastal 

lowlands. Alluvial muds and sands have been left by the sea on the tid¬ 

al flats, and deposited on deltas and floodplains by rivers. Sandy and 

lossy soils have baen formed fren older water deposits and wind-mown 

material on the nos-tidal areas. Most coastal soils are young, and have 

not developed a distinct profile. 

e. Kaps 

Distribution of soils shows the least agreement with other phys¬ 

ical elemeats used as Indices of wet-tropical conditions. However, two 
soil raps for the wet tropics ere worth noting. îhe 191:3 map of K.D.llinka, 

Hermasa Stress, Curtis îîarbut, and others0 (Fig. 23) rsrits attention as 

a soils reference. In the daesificaticn of Glinka et al, four soil types 
indicate wot-tropical cor.diticns: latérites, reddish savanna soils, trop¬ 

ical red earths, and mangrove swamp soils. A. C. Crvedal (in Goode-'} pre¬ 

sents a refined soils ms? (Fig. 2li) ir. which the latérites are subdivided 

into two groups: *ho?e taat have developed under an alternating wet and 

dry tropical regime, and those that have developed under a continuously 
wet tropical regime. The latter subdivision is more representative of the 

true wet tropics. 
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Entire—nt» 

a. General Characteristic» 

The core area, a» Tound fron comparison of sources already1 men¬ 
tioned, has definite characteristics which describe the wet-tropical eirri- 
ronnent. Wet-trop leal snrlraments are doninated by tropical rain f crests 
and are generally found in com? of the Dost inaccessible areas of the world. 
Settlement has been greatest at coastal locations within the transitional 
«one of the wet tropics, wheie seasonality favors sgrisaltur-a and proxlnity 
to the sea gives an outlet for the marketing of both the vegetable and min¬ 
eral wealth of the hinterland. Settlement in the core areas is «mall by com¬ 
parison, and is confined chiefly to coastal strips and certain Islande, 
Hoads, fields, and other facilities soon are overgrown by the vegetation If 
they are not continuously kept in an Improved state. 

There Is a general year-round stability to the température of 
wet-tropical areas, whether in the South American Amazon basin, the African 
Congo, or in Hal-ya. Nevertheless, certain environmental differences are 
observable from place to place. Because these differences are largely asso¬ 
ciated with changes in landform, three subdivisions of wet-tropical areas 
are recognised: Interior plains, mountains or highlands, and coastal low¬ 
lands. Interior plains are the most extensive type. Kountains or highlands 
may fringe or separate the interior basins, and coastal lowlands may he con¬ 
tinuations of each of the above types. 

h. Interior Plains 

The Amazon and Congo Basins are the two largest and best knovn 
examples of wet-tropical interior plains. The same factors of abundant ' 
precipitatierr., high humidity, boggy soils, and dense forest are found to 
a lesser extent in the interior reaches of many scalier rivers ouch as the 
îïambe rara River of northwestern New Guinea and the Kahajan River of south¬ 
eastern Borneo. 

Host of the military problems associated with a frontier terri¬ 
tory in the vet tropics apply to the interior plains. Problems in the 
transitional areas may be seasonal, but they are continually present in cere 
areas. The partially waterlogged soils create problems of movement, especi¬ 
ally along the flood plains of va'-er courses (Pig. 26), idler« troop mobili¬ 
ty nay be inhibited. Dense growth obstructs travel in forests, along stream 
banks, and around clearings, and drastically reduces the operational effec¬ 
tiveness of tanks and trucks. All roads and trails constructed within the 
forest are soon overgrown by fast-growing secondary vegetation. Troops op¬ 
erating in the interior plains are vulnerable to ambush, for the dense, 
fast-growing vegetation makes detection difficult. By the sane token, cas»- 
ouflage and concealment are very effective under the dense tree canopy. 
Spoilage of food and deterioration of equipment are serious problems in the 
vet tropics, fer the climate is conducive to rust, mold, and mildew. A 



season of less rainfall, or perhaps a short dry 8«&;on, may tend to reduce 

these effects In the transitional area. Insect-bome and bacterial diseas¬ 

es are still a problem of military Importance. Halarla, one of the most 

prevalent diseases, is particularly severe in swampy areas. The distrital 

tion of heavily infested areas of malaria is shown by Brlerly^ (Fig. 25)» 

Heat exhaustion Is always a menace to the health of a soldier in wet-trop¬ 
ical climates, for body temperatures are easily raised to the danger point 

when evaporation is retarded. 

Figure 25 

c. Mountains 

Tropical rain forest ¡ÿlves way to lower montana rain forest on 

forested ti-opical no untains (Fig. 27). This Community is moisture-soaked 

evergreen, lower and simpler in structure but poorer floristically than 
the lowland forest. The lower montane rain forest is succeeded at higher 

altitudes by t ..tane rain forest, often called ncssy forest, consisting of 

dwarfed, crooked trees and an overwhelming abundancs of epiphytes. 

Tropical mountains have served as bastions of military defense 
throughout history. In World War II, for example, the Owen Stanley Range 

of New Guinea was the setting for stubborn opposition on the part of the 

Japanese. Rugged terrain and denae vegetation necessitate the use of spec¬ 

ialized equipment and tactics. Vehicular traffic is greatly curtailed, and 
in places impossible. Foot travel is made difficult by steep slopes, rock 

outcrops, dense understory vegetation, and a slippery matting of rotting 

vegetation^on the ground. Ambush can bs easily effected because visibility 

is limited to a few yards. Spoilage of food, deterioration of equipment, 
disease, and heat exhaustion are also problems in mountain terrain. How¬ 

ever, these are less serious than in the interior plains, because slightly 

lower temperature and greater wind circulation contribute to a more health¬ 
ful mountain climate. 
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4. Co*gl*l Lowlaada 

Th« third typ« of tropic*! «mrlroaiMi.1 is represented by the nu- 
utaama coastal plains of the vet tropics, such as those of the East Indies 
and the Galanas,, and. In a less extreme form, of the Panana Canal Zone. 
These lowlands Include tidal as well as son-tidal areas« 

Coastal features are sonatinas rugged and irregular where noun- 
tains border the sea, as In Ecuador, with headlands, cliffs, and estuarian 
lowlands dcsdnatlng the shoreline. The lowlands are gsneralljr the collect¬ 
ing and distributing centers for ccunareial eoterprisea of coastal noun- 
talas. 

Hany operational and supply centers are associated with coastal 
lowland*, particularly areas of tidal nud flat.,. The fringing naugror* and 
salt swang) forests, Kith their tangías of prc*- roots and buttressed trunks, 
become Inundated by several feet of water at high tide, and transit is lim¬ 
ited to assail hand-propelled boats. Wide expanses of untrafficable mud 
flats prohibit most vehicular traffic at low tide. In nontidal coastal low¬ 
lands, the close-growing trees in the modified rain forests, and boggy soils 
in the fresh-va ter sKaaps, prevent ths most effective use of tanks and other 
heavy equipment. Camouflage Is effective In the mangrove forests and in the 
modified tropical rain forests. It is almost Impossible to store food and 
equipment in tidal areas, except upon raised platforms or on floating rafts. 
Special protection far stored Items is accessary la the nontidal lands to 
prevent corrosion of metals by wind-carried salt nuclei and the high mois¬ 
ture content of the air, and to prevent spoiling of foodstuffs, textiles, 
and leather, by bacteria. Insects, and mildew. Insect-borne diseases con¬ 
stitute a serious hasard In the coastal lowlands, especially in the fresh 
water and tidal swarps where malaria is prevalent. Heat exhaustion, howev¬ 
er, is less wide-spread than in interior plains, since sea breeses lower 
the temperatures. 

6s, Stçaaary 

The wet tropics cover about 15 percent, or one--seventh, of the world1« 
land surface, and are situated between 25°N and 25°S latitudes. Within 
these limits, certain core areas ara recognised where there are high temp¬ 
eratures, abundant precipitation, lateritic soils, and dense, fast-growing 
vegetation throughout the year. The core areas constitute less than one- 
third of the total area of the wet tropics, and are surrounded by much 
broader expanses of modified or transitional vet—tropical conditions. 

The uniformity of core area environment is interrupted by topographic 
diversity. Interior plains are by far the most extensive physiographi« 
type, and represent the fullest development of wet-tropical areas. The 
Congo and Amazon Basins are the best known examples of this type. 

Tropical mountains have an altitudinal sonatlon of vegetation which 
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has dwraloped as a resnlt of decreasing tessperature, abondant rainfall, in¬ 
creasing wind speed, and ancrant of cloudiness. Coastal lowlands of the core 
area represent a third najor type. A tonal arrangecKint of regetatloa types 
has developed as a result of tidal flooding, accretion and erosion, salinity 
of the ground water, and the nature of the substratum* 

In the periphery of the wet tropics the rainfall regime Indoles a dry 
season, the length and severity of which chiefly determines the character of 
the environment. The dry season increases in duration largely with distance 
from the core areas until, at the outermost margin of the transitional tone, 
there are li to 6 months of drought. 
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